The abstractive method and extractive method are two main approaches for automatic document summarization. In this paper, to fully integrate the relatedness and advantages of both approaches, we propose a general unified framework for abstractive summarization which incorporates extractive summarization as an auxiliary task. In particular, our framework is composed of a shared hierarchical document encoder, a hierarchical attention mechanism-based decoder, and an extractor. We adopt multi-task learning method to train these two tasks jointly, which enables the shared encoder to better capture the semantics of the document. Moreover, as our main task is abstractive summarization, we constrain the attention learned in the abstractive task with the labels of the extractive task to strengthen the consistency between the two tasks. Experiments on the CNN/DailyMail dataset demonstrate that both the auxiliary task and the attention constraint contribute to improve the performance significantly, and our model is comparable to the state-of-the-art abstractive models. In addition, we cut half number of labels of the extractive task, pretrain the extractor, and jointly train the two tasks using the estimated sentence salience of the extractive task to constrain the attention of the abstractive task. The results do not decrease much compared with using full-labeled data of the auxiliary task.
Introduction
Automatic document summarization has been studied for decades. The target of it is to generate a shorter passage from the document in a grammatically and logically coherent way, meanwhile preserving the important information. There are two main approaches for document summarization: extractive summarization and abstractive summarization. The extractive method first extracts salient sentences from the source document and then groups them to produce a summary, without changing the source text. Graph-based ranking model [15, 30] and feature-based classification model [4, 45] are two typical models. However, summaries generated from extractive method unavoidably include secondary or redundant information, which are far from those generated by human beings [44] .
The abstractive method, in contrast, produces generalized summaries, conveying information in a concise way, and eliminating the limitations to the original words and sentences of the document. This task is more challenging since it needs advanced language compression and generation techniques. Syntax [8, 17] and semantics [16, 25] are usually used for generating abstractive summaries.
Recently, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and its derivatives based sequence-to-sequence model with attention mechanism has been applied to abstractive summarization, due to its great success in machine translation [1, 29, 41] . However, there are some task-specific challenges. First, the RNN-based models have difficulties in capturing long-term dependencies, making summarization for long document much tougher. Second, different from machine translation which aims to cover as more information as possible from the source to the target, an abstractive summary corresponds to only a small part of the source document, adding to the difficulties of the learning process.
For the first challenge, we adopt a hierarchical approach to address the long-term dependency problem. Hierarchical approaches have been used in several text classification tasks [23, 43] , whereas few of them have been applied to the abstractive summarization task. In particular, we encode the input document in a hierarchical way from word-level to sentence-level. There are two advantages of using a hierarchical approach. First, it is able to capture both the local and global semantics of a document, resulting in better feature learning. Second, it can improve the training efficiency as the computational complexity of the RNN-based model can be reduced by dividing the long document into short sentences.
Multi-task learning method has been successfully applied in a wide range of tasks across computer vision [18] , speech recognition [12] and natural language processing [11] . It improves generalization by leveraging the domain-specific information contained in the training signals of related tasks [5] . Incorporating auxiliary tasks which are related to the main task is one of most used mechanisms of multi-task learning. We choose extractive summarization as the auxiliary task for abstractive summarization because of their high correlation. We use the hard parameter sharing approach through sharing the hierarchical encoder to better capture the semantics of the document.
The attention mechanism is widely used in sequence-tosequence tasks [10, 29] . However, for abstractive summarization, it is difficult to learn the attention since only a small part of the source document contributes to the summary, which is the second challenge mentioned above. In this paper, we propose two methods to learn a better attention distribution.
First, we use a hierarchical attention mechanism, which means that we calculate both the word-level and sentence-level attention. Similar to the hierarchical approach for the encoder, the advantage of using hierarchical attention is to capture both the locally and globally important information related to the target summary. Second, we use the salience scores of the auxiliary task (i.e., the extractive summarization) to constrain the sentence-level attention because of their same meaning and indication. The extractive summarization is good at selecting important sentences so that we use them to guide the learning process of the sentence-level attention.
In this paper, we present a novel multi-task learningbased technique for abstractive summarization which incorporates extractive summarization as an auxiliary task. In general, our framework consists of three parts: a shared document encoder, a hierarchical attention mechanismbased decoder and an extractor. As Fig. 1 shows, we encode the document in a hierarchical way [ Fig. 1 (1), (2) ] in order to address the long-term dependency problem. Then, the learned document representations are shared by the extractor [ Fig. 1(3) ] and the decoder [ Fig. 1(5) ]. The extractor and the decoder are jointly trained which can capture better semantics of the document. Furthermore, as both the sentence salience scores in the extractor and the sentence-level attention in the decoder indicate the importance of source sentences, we constrain the learned sentence-level attention [ Fig. 1(4) ] with the sentence salience scores of the extractor in order to strengthen their consistency.
We conduct experiments on a news corpus which is the CNN/DailyMail dataset [6] . First is the ablation experiments. From the results, we find that adding the auxiliary Fig. 1 General framework of our proposed model with 5 components: (1) Word-level encoder encodes the sentences independently wordby-word, (2) Sentence-level encoder encodes the document sentenceby-sentence, (3) Sentence extractor does binary classification for each sentence, (4) Hierarchical attention assists to calculate the word-level and sentence-level context vectors for the decoding steps, (5) Decoder decodes the output sequential word sequence with a beam search algorithm extractive task and constraining the attention are both useful to improve the performance of the abstractive task. Second is the comparison with baseline models. From the results, we draw a conclusion that our proposed joint model is comparable to the state-of-the-art abstractive models. Third is a fewlabeled experiment. From the results, we find that even if we label only half number of samples of the extractive task, the performance of abstractive task does not decrease much.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present our neural summarization model. In Sect. 3, we describe the experimental setup. The results and discussions are shown in Sect. 4. The related work is introduced in Sect. 5. Section 6 is the conclusion.
Neural Summarization Model
In this section, we describe the detailed components of the framework of our proposed model. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the hierarchical document encoder includes both the word-level and sentence-level encoders. The word-level encoder reads sentences independently word-by-word and gets an embedding for each sentence. The sentence-level encoder reads the document sentence-by-sentence and generates document representations. The representations are shared by two tasks. For the extractive summarization task, they are fed into the sentence extractor which is a sequence labeling model to calculate salience scores. For the abstractive summarization task, they are used as the input of the GRU-based sequence-to-sequence model to generate abstractive summaries. The sequence-to-sequence model takes advantage of the hierarchical attention which includes the sentence-level and word-level attention. Finally, the two tasks are jointly trained as a multi-task learning problem, with the sentence-level attention constrained by the salience scores.
Shared Hierarchical Document Encoder
We encode the document in a hierarchical way. In particular, the word sequences of the sentences are first encoded by a bidirectional GRU network parallelly. And a sequence of sentence-level vector representations called sentence embeddings are generated by a nonlinear transformation. Then, the sentence embeddings are fed into another bidirectional GRU network and get the document representations.
Formally, let denote the vocabulary which contains D tokens, and each token is embedded as a d-dimension vector. Given an input document containing m sentences { i , i ∈ 1, … , m }, let n i denote the number of words in i .
Word-level encoder reads a sentence word-by-word until the end, using a bidirectional GRU network as depicted by the following equations: where x i,j represents the embedding vector of the jth word in th ith sentence. The superscript w means word-level. are document representations shared by the two tasks which will be introduced next.
Such a hierarchical architecture has two advantages. First, it can reduce the negative effects during the training process caused by the long-term dependency problem so that the document can be represented from both local and global granularity. Second, it helps improve the training efficiency. Considering a document with m sentences and each sentence with n words, a basic encoder's computational complexity is O(mndH) , while a hierarchical encoder is O((m + n)dH) .
The efficiency improvement is especially significant when the document is large.
Sentence Extractor
The sentence extractor can be viewed as a sequential binary classifier. We use a logistic function to calculate a score between 1 and 0, which is an indicator of whether or not to keep the sentence in the final extractive summary. The score can also be considered as the salience of a sentence in the document. Let p i denote the score and q i ∈ {0, 1} denote the result of whether or not to keep the sentence. In particular, p i is calculated as follows:
where extr is the weight and b extr is the bias which can be learned.
The sentence extractor generates a sequence of probabilities indicating the importance of the sentences. As a result, the extractive summary is created by selecting sentences with a probability larger than a given threshold . We set = 0.5 in our experiment. We use the cross entropy loss as the extractive loss, i.e.,
Decoder
Our decoder is a unidirectional GRU network with hierarchical attention. We use the attention to calculate the context vectors which are weighted sums of the hidden states of the hierarchical encoders. The equations are given as below: where s t is the sentence-level context vector and w t is the word-level context vector at decoding time step t. Here, the superscript s means sentence-level and the superscript w means word-level. Specifically, t,i denotes the attention value at tth decoding step over the ith sentence and t,i,j denotes the attention value at tth decoding step over the jth word of the ith sentence.
(8)
The input of the GRU-based language model at decoding time step t contains three vectors: the word embedding of previous generated word ŷ t−1 , the sentence-level context vector of previous time step c where g is the softmax function and f out is a linear transformation function with soft and b soft as learnable parameters. The negative log likelihood loss is applied as the loss of the decoder, i.e., where T is the length of the target summary.
Hierarchical Attention
The hierarchical attention mechanism consists of a wordlevel attention reader and a sentence-level attention reader so as to take full advantage of the multi-level semantics captured by the hierarchical document encoder. The sentencelevel attention indicates the salience distribution over the source sentences at the tth decoding step. It is calculated as follows: 
are learnable parameters. The word-level attention indicates the salience distribution over the source words at the tth decoding step. As the hierarchical encoder reads the input sentences independently, our model has two distinctions. First, the word-level attention is calculated within a sentence. Second, we multiply the word-level attention by the sentence-level attention of the sentence which the word belongs to. Comparing two words with the same word-level attention value, we consider the word more important if it is in a more important sentence. In this way, we can strengthen the influence of the important words in the important sentences. The word-level attention calculation is shown below: are learnable parameters for the word-level attention calculation.
The abstractive summary of a long document can be viewed as a further compression of the most salient sentences of the document so that a well-learned sentence extractor and a well-learned attention distribution should both be able to indicate the important sentences of the source document. Motivated by this, we design a constraint to the sentence-level attention which is an l2 loss as follows:
When we use the full-labeled data, p i is calculated by the logistic function which is trained simultaneously with the decoder. It is not suitable to constrain the attention with the p i . In this case, we use the labels of the extractive task to constrain the attention.
Multi-Task Learning
We combine three types of loss functions mentioned above to train our proposed model in a multi-task learning waythe negative log likelihood loss E y for the decoder, the cross entropy loss E se for the extractor, and the l2 loss E a as the attention. Hence, where and are hyperparameters to balance the three loss functions.
The parameters are trained to minimize the joint loss function. In the inference stage, we use the beam search T ⃖⃗ h
algorithm to select the word which approximately maximizes the conditional probability [2, 19, 39] . Moreover, we use a mandatory constraint which forbids the repetition a trigram in one sequence during the decoding process.
Experimental Setup

Dataset
We adopt the news dataset which is collected from the websites of CNN and DailyMail. It is originally prepared for the task of machine reading by Hermann et al. [21] . Cheng and Lapata [6] added labels to the sentences for the task of extractive summarization. Table 1 lists the statistics of the dataset.
Implementation Details
In our implementation, we set the vocabulary size D to be 50K and word embedding size d as 300. The word embeddings have not been pretrained as the training corpus is large enough to train them from scratch. We cut off the documents as a maximum of 35 sentences and truncate the sentences with a maximum of 50 words. We also truncate the targeted summaries with a maximum of 100 words. The word-level encoder and the sentence-level encoder correspond to a layer of bidirectional GRU, respectively, and the decoder is a layer of unidirectional GRU. All the three networks have the hidden size H as 200. For the loss function, is set as 100 and is set as 0.5. During the training process, we use Adagrad optimizer [14] with the learning rate of 0.15 and initial accumulator value of 0.1. The mini-batch size is 16. We implement the model in Tensorflow and train it using a GTX-1080Ti GPU. The beam search size for decoding is 5. 
Results and Discussions
Evaluation of Proposed Components
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed model, we conduct ablation study by removing the corresponding parts, i.e., the auxiliary extractive task, the attention constraint and combination of them in order to make a comparison among their effects. We use Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gist Evaluation (ROUGE) scores [24] to evaluate the summarization models. ROUGE is essentially of a set of metrics for evaluating machine translation, text summarization and so on. In our work, it compares our generated summary against a set of reference summaries produced by human. We choose the full-length Rouge-F1 score on the three test sets for evaluation. The results are shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4.
The results demonstrate that adding the auxiliary task and the attention constraint improve the performance of the abstractive task. The performance declines most when both the extractive task and the attention constraint are removed. Furthermore, as shown in the tables, the performance declines more when the extractive task is removed, which means that the auxiliary task plays a more important role in our framework. Moreover, we found that the CNN dataset receives more performance improvement, by comparing Tables 2 and 3.
Comparison with Baselines
We expect to compare our test results with as many baselines as possible. However, not all baseline models provide results on all the three test sets. Moreover, few of them publish their codes, which makes it difficult to replicate their approaches. As a result, we compare our model with the Graph-based model and the seq2seq+attn (the same as Uni-GRU) on all the three corpora. As for the words-lvt2k-hieratt and Distraction-M3 models, we compare the results on a single corpora as their original papers present.
We compare the limited length recall variants of Rouge at 75 bytes on the DailyMail test set. We use the fundamental sequence-to-sequence attentional model, the SummaRuNNer-abs model [31] and the graph-based model [40] as baselines. The results are shown in Table 5 . From the table, we can see that our model outperforms all the three baselines significantly.
Next we compare our results of full-length Rouge-F1 score on the CNN test set with the three baseline models in Table 6 . The Uni-GRU is a GRU-based sequence-tosequence attentional model without any hierarchical structures. The Distraction-M3 is referred to [7] . From Table 6 , we can see that our model outperforms all the baselines significantly in Rouge-L, which means that our model does well in generating long salient sentences on the CNN set. However, our model is not as good as the graph-based model in Rouge-1 and Rouge-2 for this dataset.
Finally, in Table 7 , we compare the full-length Rouge-F1 score on the entire CNN/DailyMail test set. The wordslvt2k-hieratt [10] is used as a baseline. From Table 7 , we can see that our model performs not better than the graph-based model in Rouge-1 and Rouge-L, and the SummaRuNNer-abs performs the best in Rouge-2. 
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We also try an experiment which reduces half number of labels of the extractive task. We first only pretrain the extractive model and use the model to get the estimated salience scores of the remaining half training data. Then, we jointly train the abstractive and extractive task, with the attention constraint. We find that the rough results are not bad. In the future, we would like to try a semi-supervised way to train a good model using fewer labels.
Discussions
The above results show that there is no single model which performs the best on all the three test sets using Rouge variants as evaluation metrics. The full-length Rouge-L F1 scores demonstrate that our model performs well in generating the long salient subsequences. Moreover, the performance of limited length recall at 75 bytes shows that our model can also generate prescribed short summaries well.
However, the full-length Rouge-1 and Rouge-2 F1 score of our model is not as good as some baselines. There are three reasons for this phenomenon. The first reason is that both the auxiliary extractive task and the attention constraint encourage the model to cover more salient sentences, resulting in longer summaries generated by our model. Take the summaries in Fig. 2 as an example, our generated summaries are longer than the baselines, which increases the recall but may decrease the precision.
Another reason is that our model is more effective to summarize documents with more sentences, as more sentences lead to more complex semantics and long-term relationships which make it difficult for the normal abstractive method to learn good attention. For the datasets, the CNN dataset contains an average of 30.17 sentences, which is more than the DailyMail's 25.6 sentences. It leads to an improvement of the full-length Rouge variants on the CNN set more than on the DailyMail set. However, the DailyMail test set contains about 10 K pieces of news, while the CNN test set contains only about 1 K, so the model does not achieve fancy results on the entire test set in full-length Rouge variants.
The third reason is that when decoding the output sequence, the graph-based model compares the candidate sequences with the source words and sentences, so as to choose the most similar one. Our model does not include this mechanism.
Our model has the advantages from three aspects. First, summaries generated by our model contain as much important information and perform well grammatically. In practice, it depends on users' preference between the information coverage and condensibility to make a suitable balance. Compared to the low recall abstractive methods, our model is able to cover more information. And compared to the extractive methods, the generated summaries are more logically coherent. Second, the computational complexity of our approach is much less than the baselines due to the hierarchical structures, which improves the training speed. Third, as our key contribution is to improve the performance of the main task by incorporating an auxiliary task, in this experiment we just use normal GRU-based encoder and decoder for simplicity. However, as our model is orthogonal to various novel extractive and abstractive models, interested researchers can integrate their models to our proposed framework.
Case Study
We list some examples of the generated summaries of a source document(news) in Fig. 2 . The source document contains 24 sentences with totally 660 words. Figure 2 presents five summaries: a golden summary which is the news highlight written by the reporter, three generated summaries by our proposed model, and the sequence-to-sequence attentional model.
From the figure, we can see that all system-generated summaries are copied words from the source document, because the highlights written by reporters used for training are usually partly copied from the source. However, different models have different characteristics. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , all the four summaries are able to catch several key sentences from the document. The fundamental seq2seq+attn model misses some words like pronouns, which leads to grammatical mistakes in the generated summary. Our model without the auxiliary extractive task is able to detect more salient content, but the concatenated sentences have some grammatical mistakes and redundant words. Our model without the attention constraint generates fluent sentences which are very similar to the source sentences, but it focuses on just a small part of the source document. The summary generated by our proposed full model is most similar to the golden summary: It covers as much information and keeps correct grammar. It does not just copy sentences but use segmentation. Moreover, it changes the order of the source sentences while keeping the logical coherence.
Related Work
The neural attentional abstractive summarization model was first applied in sentence compression [36] , where the input sequence is encoded by a convolutional network and the output sequence is decoded by a standard feedforward Neural Network Language Model (NNLM). Chopra et al. [10] and Lopyrev [27] switched to RNN-type model as the encoder, and did experiments on various values of hyper parameters.
To address the out-of-vocabulary problem, Gu et al. [20] , Cao et al. [3] and See et al. [37] presented the copy mechanism which adds a selection operation between the hidden state and the output layer at each decoding time step so as to decide whether to generate a new word from the vocabulary or copy the word directly from the source sentence.
The sequence-to-sequence model with attention mechanism [10] achieves competitive performance for sentence Fig. 2 An example of summaries toward a piece of news. From top to down, the first is the Source Document which is the raw news content. The second is the Golden Summary which is used as the reference summaries. The third is the summary generated by our proposed model. The fourth is the summary generated by our model without the auxiliary task. The fifth is the summary generated by our model without the attention constraint. The last is the summary generated by the vanilla sequence-to-sequence attentional model compression, but is still a challenge for document summarization. Some researchers use hierarchical encoder to address the long-term dependency problem, yet most of the works are for extractive summarization tasks. Nallapati et al. [31] fed the input word embedding extended with new features to the word-level bidirectional GRU network and generated sequential labels from the sentence-level representations. Cheng and Lapata [6] presented a sentence extraction and word extraction model, encoding the sentences independently using Convolutional Neural Networks and decoding a binary sequence for sentence extraction as well as a word sequence for word extraction. Nallapati et al. [32] proposed a hierarchical attention with a hierarchical encoder, in which the word-level attention represents a probability distribution over the entire document.
There are recent summarization works focusing on reinforcement learning [34] and generative adversarial learning [26] . The performances are quite good. However, there remains difficulties about how to guarantee the training stability and how to improve the quality of generated texts.
Most previous works consider the extractive summarization and abstractive summarization as two independent tasks. The extractive task has the advantage of preserving the original information, and the abstractive task has the advantage of generating coherent sentences. It is thus reasonable and feasible to combine these two tasks. Tan et al. [40] as the first attempt to combine the two, tries to use the extracted sentence scores to calculate the attention for the abstractive decoder. But their proposed model using unsupervised graph-based model to rank the sentences is of high computation cost, and incurs long time to train.
Multi-task learning becomes more and more popular in NLP tasks. Some recent studies try to group related NLP tasks and do joint training, which aims to make the tasks benefit to each other. In machine translation, Zoph and Knight [46] jointly train the encoders. Dong et al. [13] jointly train the decoders. Johnson et al. [22] jointly train both encoders and decodes. What is more interesting is that parsing and image captioning [28] , POS tagging and NER [33] , and dependency tree structure [42] can also perform as auxiliary tasks to machine translation. Other NLP tasks such as semantic parsing [35] , question answering [9] and chunking [38] have also been shown to benefit from multitask learning. This is the reason driving us to use multi-task learning for document summarization.
Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a sequence-to-sequence model with hierarchical document encoder and hierarchical attention for abstractive summarization, and incorporated extractive summarization as an auxiliary task. To our best knowledge, it is the first attempt in summarization to use multi-task learning method to jointly train the two tasks by sharing the same document encoder. The auxiliary task and the attention constraint contribute to improve the performance of the main task. Experiments on the CNN/DailyMail datasets show that our proposed framework is comparable to the state-of-the-art abstractive models. This paper presents an initial unified framework for summarization. In the future, we will try to adopt more advanced encoder and decoder to make further improvement. We will also explore the multitask learning as a data augmentation approach to use the high-resource tasks to benefit the low-resource tasks in a semi-supervised way.
